Islamic University of Technology invites applications for the post of Junior Driver and Transport Helper-cum-Driver.

Qualification and Experience

i) **Junior Driver**: The candidate must have S.S.C. and possess valid light / heavy driving license and experience in driving motor car, microbus, bus, and be able to fix breakdowns. Preference may be given to the candidates having 5 years experience and able to write log books in English. Academic qualification is relaxable for otherwise suitable candidates.

ii) **Transport Helper-cum-Driver**: The candidate must have S.S.C. and possess valid driving license and intention to keep the transport clean and well maintained. Academic qualification is relaxable for otherwise suitable candidates.

Salary & Allowances:

Driver : (GS–3: US$ 195–9x16–339)
Transport Helper-cum-Driver : (GS–2: US$ 150–7x16–262)

**plus** housing allowance - 40%, applicable if accommodation cannot be provided on the campus, transport allowance, spouse allowance, and children allowance, interim allowance, cost of living allowance. Education allowance, medical benefits and end of service indemnity are available as per rules.

Applicants should apply in hard copy which should reach the office of the Chief of Establishment, IUT, Board Bazar, Gazipur, Bangladesh along with C.V., a passport size photograph and copies of all documents including driving license on or before 10 August 2020.